Most of us have felt “stressed out,” from time to time, but when this feeling persists, stress becomes chronic and can negatively impact our careers, quality of life, and our bodies. April is stress awareness month. To manage stress, the first step is to pinpoint your stressors. To identify true sources of stress, look closely at your habits, attitude, and excuses. Pinpointing stressors may be difficult because some of them may be very subtle. Sometimes we fail to notice our own stress-inducing thoughts, feelings, and behaviors.

Tips to Help Manage Stress:

**Pinpoint stressors.** Try starting a stress journal. Each time you feel stressed, keep track of it. You will start to see patterns and themes. Things to write down include: the cause of stress, how you felt (physically and emotionally), your reaction, and what you did to make yourself feel better. Think about how you currently manage and cope with stress. Are your strategies healthy or unhealthy?

**Know your limits.** It may be surprising to discover the number of stressors that can be reduced and/or eliminated. Learning to say no is an important part of knowing your limits and sticking to them. Whether it is for personal or professional reasons, taking on more than one can handle is a guaranteed recipe for stress. Be mindful of your current schedule and commitments.

**Alter stressful situations.** If it’s not possible to avoid a stressful situation, try to alter it. Deal with problems head on and do your best to anticipate and prevent them. Poor time management can cause stress. When you’re stretched too thin and behind, it’s hard to stay calm and focused. Plan ahead and make sure you don’t overextend yourself.

**Try changing the reaction.** If changing a stressor is not probable, try changing the reaction to it. Adapting to stressful situations can help regain a sense of control by altering expectations and attitude. Try to view stressful situations from a more positive standpoint. Take perspective of the situation. Ask yourself how important it will be in the long run.

**Nurture yourself for improved health.** Beyond a take-charge approach and a positive attitude, stress levels can be reduced by nurturing yourself. Set aside time to relax in your daily schedule. Do something enjoyable every day, whether it is playing the piano, dancing, singing, going for a walk, calling a good friend, working on crossword puzzles, or reading a book. Everyone is different, so it’s important to discover what is relaxing for you.

**Increase your resistance to stress.** Regular physical activity and healthy eating patterns can help combat stress. Make time for at least 30 minutes of activity every day. Find activities that are enjoyable and that can be done with a friend or group to increase accountability. Start your day off with a healthy breakfast and keep your energy up and your mind clear with balanced, nutritious meals and snacks throughout the day.

Stress is defined as mental, emotional, or physical tension or strain and too much can negatively impact health. Some ways to lower stress are to make a conscious effort to spend more time in a lower gear, take time in between bursts to rest and
recuperate, or learn how to change your point of view and look at the positive rather than the negative aspect of a situation. For more food, nutrition, and health information check out www.food.unl.edu.

April is also Celery Month! Check out these recipe and snack ideas with celery:

• **A quick appetizer.** Stuff stalks with low-fat cream cheese and sprinkle with paprika.

• **Celery and spinach:** Combine diced celery, shredded carrot, cooked pasta, bell peppers and corn. Serve over a bed of spinach and top with your favorite low-fat salad dressing.

• **Add more texture to sandwiches.** Add a little texture to tuna or chicken salad. Mix together chopped celery, mayonnaise or mustard, and tuna or chicken. Serve over whole wheat bread or a toasted English muffin.

• **Stir-fried celery.** Use celery in your next vegetable stir fry. Heat a little olive oil and sauté chopped celery, carrots, broccoli florets, onions, and bell peppers. Add reduced-sodium soy sauce and serve over brown rice or in a whole wheat pita.

• **Ants on a log.** Add peanut butter to the inside of celery and top off with raisins for a quick, fun and nutritious treat. Also try switching the peanut butter out with hummus.

• **Source:** http://www.fruitsandveggiesmorematters.org/top-10-ways-to-enjoy-celery

Additional Resources & Links:

**All the Healthy Bites.** *Healthy Bites* is a newsletter that focuses on a different food, nutrition and / or health theme for each month. http://food.unl.edu/fnh/healthybites_archives

**Cook it Quick.** Our goal is to make you "hungry for healthy food" by offering tips and delicious, quick-to-prepare, inexpensive recipes. http://food.unl.edu/fnh/cook-it-quick-recipes

**Walk Nebraska.** Walk Nebraska is a monthly newsletter designed to help you achieve a healthier lifestyle by making walking an important part of your personal fitness program. http://food.unl.edu/fnh/walknenewsletters

**Food Fun for Young Children.** Serving up quick, healthy snack ideas for younger children. http://food.unl.edu/fnh/food-fun-for-young-children

**Nebraska Extension Food, Nutrition, and Health by the Month Calendar.** National Food Days, Weeks, and Months for April. http://food.unl.edu/web/fnh/april
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